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Designations for 3/4"x19" casing with 2 TRM slots
Power supply module (PSM)

LOCATION P1

INTERNAL FAIL

Ready

Fail

Protective earth must be connected
Transformer input module (TRM)

LOCATION=psi1

CONNECTION

HV_CT_L1
HV_CT_L2
HV_CT_L3
HV_CT_L4
HV_CT_L5
HV_CT_L6
HV_CT_L7
HV_CT_L8
HV_CT_L9
HV_CT_L10
HV_CT_L11
HV_CT_L12
HV_CT_L13
HV_CT_L14
HV_CT_L15
HV_CT_L16
HV_CT_L17
HV_CT_L18
HV_CT_L19
HV_CT_L20
HV_CT_L21
HV_CT_L22
HV_CT_L23
HV_CT_L24
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